Sonic Hedgehog and its GLI transcriptional effectors control foliation complexity during cerebellar morphogenesis by promoting granule cell precursor proliferation. Here, we reveal a novel contribution of Sonic Hedgehog-GLI signaling to cerebellar patterning and cell differentiation by generating mice with targeted deletion of Suppressor of Fused (SuFu), a regulator of Sonic Hedgehog signaling, in the mid-hindbrain. Postnatal SuFu-deficient mice exhibit impaired motor coordination and severe cerebellar mispatterning. SuFu conditional knock-out embryos display abnormal mid-hindbrain morphology associated with misexpression of Fgf8, and delayed differentiation and abnormal migration of major cerebellar cell types. Sonic Hedgehog is ectopically expressed in the external granule layer and Hedgehog signaling is upregulated. While expression of full-length GLI transcriptional activators downstream of Hedgehogs is markedly reduced, a processed form of GLI3, a transcriptional repressor, is essentially lost. Genetic expression of a Gli3 allele encoding GLI3 repressor in SuFu-deficient mice largely rescues abnormal cerebellar patterning and cell differentiation observed in mice with SuFu deficiency alone. Together, our data demonstrate that SuFu controls cerebellar patterning and cell differentiation in a GLI3 repressordependent manner.
Introduction
Cerebellar development is controlled by the state of Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) signaling. Binding of SHH ligand to the transmembrane receptor PATCHED results in generation of full-length GLI transcriptional activators (GLI1, GLI2, GLI3) and inhibition of proteolytic processing of full-length GLI3 protein to a shorter form that acts as a transcriptional repressor. Absence of SHH signaling promotes formation of GLI3 repressor (GLI3R). The expression of SHH is low in the dorsal mid-hindbrain, from which the cerebellum is derived (Fuccillo et al., 2006) . Accordingly, GLI3R levels are predicted to be relatively high. Indeed, GLI3R controls the domain of Fgf8 expression, which regulates both mid-hindbrain specification and the size of the midhindbrain (Aoto et al., 2002; Blaess et al., 2006 Blaess et al., , 2008 . As the cerebellum develops, foliation is established by SHH-dependent proliferation of granule cell precursors. High levels of SHH signaling are achieved at embryonic day 17 (E17) as Purkinje cells begin to secrete SHH . Persistent SHH signaling results in uncontrolled proliferation of granule cell precursors and causes medulloblastoma, a cerebellar pediatric cancer (Dahmane and Ruiz i Altaba, 1999; Corrales et al., 2004 Corrales et al., , 2006 Lewis et al., 2004) .
Suppressor of Fused (SUFU), an intracellular PEST-domaincontaining protein, was initially identified as a suppressor of Hedgehog (HH) signaling in Drosophila (Préat, 1992) . Murine SuFu inactivation causes early embryonic lethality at E9.5 with cephalic and neural defects and ligand-independent activation of HH signaling similar to that observed in mice deficient in Patched1 (Ptc1), a negative regulator of HH signaling (Svärd et al., 2006) . Moreover, SuFu functions as a tumor suppressor in medulloblastoma (Taylor et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2007) . Biochemical analyses in mammalian cells have provided insight into mechanisms by which SUFU exerts its effects. SUFU prevents nuclear translocation of GLI1 and GLI2 and recruits GSK3␤ to promote proteolytic degradation of full-length GLI3 (Kogerman et al., 1999; Barnfield et al., 2005; Kise et al., 2009) . SUFU also recruits the SAP18-mSin3 histone deacetylase corepressor complex to GLI-binding regions within HH target promoters and represses transcription (Cheng and Bishop, 2002) . Interestingly, recent data suggest that SUFU can also function to stabilize full-length GLI proteins by inhibiting SPOPdependent proteolytic degradation of full-length GLI proteins Wang et al., 2010) . Together, these observations indicate that SUFU may function in a dual capacity during SHH signal transduction to control both GLI activator and repressor function.
The early embryonic lethality observed in mice with germline inactivation of SuFu has precluded analysis of SuFu functions during cerebellar morphogenesis. To overcome this limitation, we used Cre recombinase (Cre)-mediated SuFu inactivation targeted to the cerebellum. Here, we demonstrate a novel role for SUFU in mid-hindbrain patterning, cell differentiation and regulation of SHH-GLI signaling during cerebellar development. Remarkably, cerebellar dysplasia observed in SuFu-deficient mice is largely dependent on expression of GLI3R.
Materials and Methods
Mice. SuFu loxP ) and Gli3 ⌬699 (Böse et al., 2002) mice were maintained on a mixed background, and SuFu ϩ/ Ϫ (kindly provided by C.-C. Hui), Hoxb.7-Cre (Zhao et al., 2004) , Ptc1 ϩ/ Ϫ (Goodrich et al., 1997) and Ptc1 loxP (Ellis et al., 2003) mice were maintained on a CD1/129 background. ROSA lacZ/lacZ mice (Soriano, 1999) were maintained on a C57BL/6 background. All animals were housed in the Animal Facility of the Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto, ON, Canada) and were genotyped by PCR as previously described (Böse et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2007) . Animal experiments were approved by the ethics committee at the Hospital for Sick Children.
Histology and immunohistochemistry. The noon of the day of a vaginal plug was used as E0.5 after fertilization. Embryos at various developmental stages were harvested from killed pregnant females, decapitated and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Postnatal day 2 (P2)-P30 mice were killed by CO 2 asphyxiation, and brains were dissected out and fixed in 4% PFA in PBS. Fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin for sectioning to prepare 5 m parasagittal sections on glass slides. Hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed to visualize cerebellum morphology. Immunofluorescence was performed on PFA-or formalinfixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections using the following primary Figure 1 . Hoxb.7-Cre is expressed in the mid-hindbrain and deletes SuFu in the cerebellum. A, B, Hoxb.7-Cre mice were crossed to ROSA26 mice to examine Cre expression. Hoxb.7 activates Cre in the mid-hindbrain at E9.5, before the onset of cerebellar morphogenesis (A). ␤-Galactosidase activity indicates Cre expression in the mid-hindbrain (arrows) and the Wolffian duct (B, arrowhead). C, Strong Cre activity is detected in the cerebellum at E18.5. LacZ stain is denoted by blue stain and neutral red stain is denoted by pink stain. D-Dٟ, SUFU and Nestin, a specific marker of radial glia precursors, are expressed in an overlapping pattern in the ventricular zone of E13.5 wild-type cerebella (arrows, D؆, Dٟ). E-Eٟ, At E18.5, SUFU is detected in the Purkinje cell layer (PCL) and is expressed in a pattern similar to that of Bergmann glia radial fibers, identified by BLBP expression (E؆, Eٟ, arrows). F, F, SUFU is also observed in the presumptive deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN). G, G, The inner external granule layer (iEGL) and PCL express SUFU, whereas the outer EGL (oEGL) lacks SUFU expression at P6. H, H, SUFU is specifically expressed in Purkinje cells at P21. I, Western blot analysis reveals a marked decrease in SUFU protein levels in P7 cerebellar protein lysates. 1, SuFu ϩ/loxP ; 2-4, SuFu Ϫ/loxP ; 5-7, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ; 8, SuFu antibodies: mouse anti-calbindin D28K (1:200, Sigma), rabbit anti-SUFU (1:1500, kindly provided by C.-C. Hui), rabbit anti-BLBP (brain lipidbinding protein) (1:200, Abcam), mouse anti-GFAP (1:200, Millipore), mouse anti-NeuN (1:100, Millipore), rabbit anti-Pax2 (1:200, Covance), rabbit anti-Pax6 (1:300, Covance), mouse anti-PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) (1:500, Cell Signaling Technology), rabbit anti-Nestin (1:500, Abcam), mouse anti-Ki67 (1:200, BD Biosciences), and mouse anti-␤III tubulin (1:400, Covance). Fluorescence detection was achieved by staining tissue sections with species-specific Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 568 secondary antibodies (1:500, Invitrogen) and counterstaining with 4Ј,6Ј-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (1:1000, Sigma). Immunohistochemistry experiments were performed using rabbit anti-calbindin D28K (1:1000, Millipore) and biotinylated secondary antibodies (ABC Kit, Vector Laboratories).
␤-Galactosidase reporter assay. X-gal staining of whole embryos and whole brains was performed according to published methods (Cain et al., 2009 ). After staining, embryos were postfixed in 10% formalin for paraffin embedding in paraffin, and whole embryos were photographed using a Leica EZ4D dissecting microscope. X-gal stained tissue sections were then counterstained with neutral red for nuclear staining.
In situ mRNA hybridization. In situ hybridization was performed on PFA-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue sections as described previously (Mo et al., 1997) using digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes encoding Fgf8 (kindly provided by Lijun Chi, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada), Ptc1 (kindly provided by Andrew McMahon, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA), and Shh and Otx2 (kindly provided by C.-C. Hui).
Magnetic resonance imaging. P21 and P30 mice were anesthetized by injecting Rompun (20 mg/kg) and ketamine (100 mg/kg) intraperitoneally and underwent transcardiac perfusion with 4% PFA. They were subsequently decapitated. Magnetic resonance images were taken at 32 m isotropic resolution and analyzed.
Western blot. Whole-cell protein lysates were prepared from isolated postnatal day 7 mouse cerebellums by Dounce A homogenization in ice-cold radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1% Nonidet P-40, 0.5% Na-deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, and 5 mM EDTA) containing Protease Inhibitor Cocktail P8340 Figure 2 . SUFU deficiency causes a severe reduction in body size, defective motor coordination and cerebellar mispatterning. A, B, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants display a reduction in body size, abnormal cerebellar morphology and defective patterning. Newborn Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants are comparable to their control littermates in body size (A). Adult mutants display severe body size reduction (B). C, D, While P21 control mice display a normal gait marked by forefoot (red)-hindfoot (blue) coordination (C), Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants display a severely ataxic gait, a sign of impaired motor coordination, characterized by an inability to walk forward (D). Arrows indicate the direction in which mice faced. E, F, MRI three-dimensional volume renderings of Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutant brains (F ) indicate severe abnormalities in cerebellar gross morphology (red) compared with control cerebella (E). Note the hypoplastic or absent vermis in mutant cerebella. G, H, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella (H ) are characterized by a lack of demarcation between the vermis and hemispheres and a lack of foliation. I, J, Hematoxylin and eosin staining of control (I) and mutant cerebella (J ) reveals severe cerebellar mispatterning marked by absence of distinct folia and fissures in mutant tissue at P21. K-N, Higher resolution imaging of control (K, M) and mutant cerebella (L, N ) indicates cellular disorganization and abnormal cytoarchitecture in mutant tissue. MB, Midbrain; CH, cerebellar hemisphere; CV, cerebellar vermis; ML, molecular layer; PC, Purkinje cell; IGL, inner granule layer; WM, white matter (see also supplemental Movie S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
(Sigma). Protein lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. Following membrane blocking in 5% nonfat dry milk, membranes were exposed to one of the following primary antibodies overnight at 4°C: rabbit ␣-SUFU (1:5000 dilution; donated by C.-C. Hui), mouse ␣-GLI1 (1: 3300 dilution; Abcam), rabbit ␣-GLI2 (1:250 dilution; donated by C.-C. Hui), or rabbit ␣-GLI3 H280 (1:250 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) antibody. Signal was detected using chemiluminescence (ECL Kit; GE Healthcare).
Cerebellar precursor isolation and culture. E12 wild-type and SuFu-deficient cerebella were microdissected in HBSS (Invitrogen) and finely minced in Neurobasal media containing 1% v/v penicillin/streptomycin, 2% B27 supplements, 500 M L-glutamine (all from Invitrogen) and 40 ng/ml FGF2 (Collaborative Biomedical Products). Cerebella were triturated to single cell suspension and plated on chamber slides coated with 1% poly-D-lysine and 2% laminin (both from Collaborative Biomedical Products). Dissociated cells were grown at 37°C and 5% CO 2 for 3 d before immunostaining analysis according to standard protocols using antibodies listed above.
Statistics. Student's t tests were applied to calculate SD and SE. Findings were determined to be significant if the p value was Ͻ0.05. All data reported here are based on representative samples and an experimental n Ն 3.
Results

Targeted deletion of SuFu in the mid-hindbrain
Since SuFu-null mutants exhibit early embryonic lethality (E9.5) (Svärd et al., 2006) , we generated conditional knockout mice (Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ) using Cre recombinase under the control of the Hoxb.7 promoter. We identified the spatial location of Hoxb.7-Cre expression at the onset of cerebellar morphogenesis (between E9.5 and E10.5) using the ROSA reporter gene. Cre expression, assayed by ␤-galactosidase activity, was detected as early as E9.5 in the mid-hindbrain region including rhombomere 1 and was also observed in the Wolffian duct and the dorsal root ganglia, as previously reported (Zhao et al., 2004) (Fig. 1 A, B) . Cre recombinase activity was detected in all cells of the developing cerebellum (Fig. 1C) . SUFU expression during normal cerebellar development was defined by immunostaining using specific anti-SUFU antibodies. SUFU was strongly expressed in ventricular zone precursors at E13.5 ( Fig. 1 D, DЈ) . The spatial expression pattern of SUFU was comparable to that of Nestin, a marker of radial glia precursors ( Fig. 1 DЉ,Dٞ) . Both Nestin and SUFU are expressed in fibers throughout the ventricular zone. At E18.5, SUFU expression was observed in the location of the Purkinje cell layer, Bergmann glia fibers and deep cerebellar nuclei ( Fig. 1 E , EЈ, F, FЈ) . Moreover, SUFU is expressed in a pattern highly similar to that of Bergmann glia, marked by BLBP ( Fig.  1 EЉ,Eٞ) consistent with its expression in radial glia precursors at E13.5. At P6, during the period of granule cell precursor proliferation, the outer external granule layer (EGL) lacked SUFU expression. In contrast, SUFU was expressed in both the inner EGL and Purkinje cell layer (Fig. 1G,GЈ) . In the adult cerebellum (P21), SUFU expression was restricted to Purkinje cells (Fig. 1H, HЈ) . SUFU deficiency was confirmed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mice using Western analysis and cerebellar protein lysates (Fig.  1 I) . In contrast to wild-type controls ( Fig. 1 I, lanes 1-4) , SUFU protein was barely detectable in cerebellar lysates from Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mice ( Fig. 1 I, lanes 5-7) and was only slightly greater in quantity than that observed in SuFu germline knockout embryo lysates ( Fig. 1 I, lane 8) . Residual amounts of SUFU in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mice is likely due to incomplete deletion of SuFu in some cells.
Loss of SUFU results in cerebellar dysfunction and severe patterning defects
Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP pups were comparable to control littermates at P0 in both gross anatomical appearance and body size (Fig. 2 A) . However, by P21 mutant mice demonstrated severe runting and most mutants failed to survive the first month of life (Fig. 2 B) . The presence of milk in the stomach of mutant pups and their capacity to consume food left on the bottom of their cage postweaning (data not shown) strongly suggested that runting was not due to decreased food intake. Interestingly, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants exhibited significantly impaired motor coordination that resulted in an abnormal gait and a failure to walk forward ( Fig. 2C,D ; supplemental Movie S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Consistent with these findings, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrated that Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella displayed abnormal gross anatomical morphology characterized by an absent or hypoplastic vermis and lack of normal foliation ( Fig. 2 E, F ) . Gross morphological analysis of Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutant cerebella revealed lack of normal foliation pattern and clear demarcation between the vermis and the lateral hemispheres (Fig. 2G,H ) . Furthermore, compared with control brains, the superior and inferior colliculi of Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants appeared hyperplastic. Histological analysis demonstrated lack of folia and distinct cellular layers that characterize control cerebella ( Fig.  2 I, J ) . Moreover, in contrast to the normal cerebellum which consists of a Purkinje cell monolayer and an inner granule layer ( Fig. 2 K, M ), in mutant mice both granule cells and Purkinje cells were randomly localized in cellular aggregates (Fig. 2 L, N ) . Together, these data demonstrate a requirement for SuFu during cerebellar morphogenesis.
SUFU deficiency causes abnormal mid-hindbrain patterning and delayed cerebellar formation
To determine the embryonic origins of the postnatal cerebellar phenotype, we examined control and Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP embryos at various stages of cerebellar morphogenesis. At E13.5, when a thickened cerebellar primordium is clearly visible in control embryos, no such structure was detected in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants (Fig. 3 A, B) . A significant overgrowth and expansion of the isthmic tissue was observed in mutant embryos, which led to truncation of the midbrain. This tissue overgrowth between the cerebellar primordium and inferior colliculus was determined to be isthmic based on the lack of cerebellum-specific cell marker expression, such as calbindin and PAX6, and the failure of the EGL to extend into the isthmic region (see Fig. 5 ). Interestingly, conditional knock-out of Ptc1 using Hoxb.7-Cre mice at E13.5 resulted in severe overgrowth of the mid-hindbrain without delayed cerebellar formation or apparent defects in anterior-posterior patterning in 67% of all mutants examined (4 of 6) at E13.5 (supplemental Fig. S1A -C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In 33% of mutants (2 of 6), exencephaly was detected caused by an open neural tube defect in the region of dorsal mid-hindbrain. Thus, in contrast to Ptc1, SuFu controls anteriorposterior patterning of the mid-hindbrain.
An EGL was detected in E15.5 control embryos as granule cell precursors migrate from the rhombic lip over the dorsal surface of the cerebellar primordium (Fig. 3C) . Although an EGL was detected in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants, it failed to extend from the rhombic to the isthmus-cerebellum junction. Further, the rhombic lip was larger compared with that of control embryos, indicating delayed granule cell migration from the rhombic lip (Fig. 3D ). In addition, the isthmic overgrowth was dramatically increased in size, forming large folds of neural tissue between the midbrain and the cerebellar primordium and resulting in persistent truncation of the midbrain. By E18.5, distinct cell layers and foliation were observed in control cerebella as Purkinje cells formed a monolayer beneath the EGL (Fig. 3E) . However, in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella, there was a lack of distinct cell layers and foliation (Fig. 3F ) . Together, these observations demonstrate that abnormalities caused by SUFU deficiency arise early during mid-hindbrain patterning and delay the onset of cerebellar formation.
Fgf8 expression is abnormal in the absence of SuFu Mid-hindbrain structures are characterized by the expression of transcription factors and secreted factors that are generated by the isthmic organizer. To elucidate the mechanism by which abnormal mid-hindbrain morphology is generated in SuFudeficient mice, we performed in situ hybridization to investigate specification of specific regions of the mid-hindbrain. In both control and Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP embryos, Otx2 marked the entire midbrain with a sharp boundary at the isthmus (Fig.  4 A, AЈ, B, BЈ) . While the Fgf8 expression domain in control embryos marked the junction between the midbrain and the cerebellar primordium with sharp boundaries, Fgf8 expression was shifted in an anterior manner in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants (Fig. 4C,D) . As a result, although Otx2 and Fgf8 expression domains do not overlap in wild-type embryos, a significant overlap of the two expression domains occurred in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants (Fig. 4CЈ,DЈ) . Furthermore, Fgf8 expression detected in the nonoverlapping region was markedly reduced and lacked clear boundaries that demarcate its expression domain. This abnormal expression of mid-hindbrain markers suggested that SuFu controls proper specification of distinct neural compartments during mid-hindbrain patterning.
SuFu deficiency delays cerebellar cell differentiation
To investigate the effect of SuFu deficiency on cell differentiation, we studied expression of markers of cerebellar cell types. Marked by PAX6, granule cell precursors arise from the rhombic lip at E13.5, and subsequently form the EGL over the surface of the cerebellum (Fig. 5A-C) . Granule cell precursors were absent in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants at E13.5 (Fig. 5D ). Although the EGL was detected at later embryonic stages in mutant mice, it failed to form a thin layer of cells over the dorsal surface of the cerebellar primordium (Fig. 5 E, F ) . In addition, the rhombic lip was enlarged compared with control cerebella. BLBP-expressing Bergmann glia, specialized radial glia found in the cerebellum, normally arise from the ventricular zone at E13.5 and migrate toward the EGL to form a layer with Purkinje cells (Fig. 5G-I ).
However, Bergmann glia were not detected in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella at E13.5 (Fig. 5J ) . Interestingly, Bergmann glia were localized in the ventricular zone at E16.5 when they normally migrate toward the EGL (Fig. 5K ) . These cells failed to form a layer and were severely disorganized and ectopic at E18.5 in mutant cerebella (Fig. 5L) . In contrast, BLBP-expressing radial glia precursors were detected in Hoxb.7-Cre;Ptc1 Ϫ/loxP embryos at E13.5, suggesting a role for SuFu in cell differentiation that is distinct from that of Ptc1 (supplemental Fig. S1 D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Similar to Bergmann glia, Purkinje cells, marked by calbindin, were detected in the ventricular zone at E14.5 in control cerebella (Fig. 5M ) . Purkinje cell migration and the formation of a Purkinje cell layer beneath the EGL was observed by E18.5 (Fig. 5 N, O) . In contrast, Purkinje cells were absent at E14.5 and E16.5 in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants (Fig. 5 P, Q) . While Purkinje cells were detected in a region underlying the EGL at E18.5, the number of Purkinje cells was decreased compared with control cerebella (Fig.  5R) . GABAergic interneuron precursors, marked by PAX2 expression, were detected as early as E13.5 in control cerebella and were located diffusely throughout the mantle zone of the cerebellum by E18.5 (Fig. 5S-U) . In contrast, while PAX2 expression was undetectable at E13.5 in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants, the distribution and number of PAX2-positive cells was dramatically expanded at E16.5 and E18.5, extending rostrally into the isthmus (Fig. 5V-X) . Quantitative analysis of PAX2-positive cells revealed an ϳ3-fold increase in the number of GABAergic interneuron precursors in SuFudeficient cerebella (*p ϭ 0.01; supplemental Fig. S2A , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Collectively, these findings suggest that SuFu plays an important role in the temporal regulation of cell differentiation.
To determine whether SUFU controls precursor cell fate or the timing of terminal cell differentiation, we isolated cerebellar pre- Fig. 6A,B) . Consistent with the fact that BLBP marks radial glia precursor cells, both Nestin and Ki67 were significantly upregulated in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cultures, as indicated by a 2.3-fold increase in the proportion of Nestin-and Ki67-positive cells (control: 32.0 Ϯ 3.47%; mutant: 74.4 Ϯ 3.46%, *p Ͻ 0.0001, Fig. 6C,D) . In parallel, neuronal cells, marked by calbindin and PAX6, were decreased in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP cultures ( Fig. 6E-H) . Thus, loss of SUFU leads to enhanced gliogenesis at the expense of neurogenesis and causes a delay in neuronal differentiation.
SUFU deficiency results in aberrant SHH signaling and decreased GLI proteins
Since SuFu is implicated in HH signaling as a mediator of proteolytic processing of GLI activators into repressors, we investigated the state of SHH signaling activity in the absence of SUFU. At the onset of SHH signaling activation in the cerebellum (E17), weak Ptc1 expression, a marker of SHH signaling activity, was detected in the EGL (Fig. 7A) . In Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants, significant upregulation and ectopic expression of Ptc1 were observed in the EGL and in the ventricular zone, respectively, indicating an increase in the number of cells responsive to SHH signal (Fig. 7B) . To determine the ability of mutant Purkinje cells to generate SHH, we examined expression of Shh mRNA in E18.5 cerebella. Interestingly, while Shh expression was observed in the Purkinje cell layer in control cerebella, Shh was misexpressed in the EGL and absent in the Purkinje cell layer in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella (Fig. 7C,D) . These findings indicate that granule cell precursors, in the absence of SUFU, aberrantly express Shh and upregulate their response to SHH signaling. Consistent with this overactivation of SHH signaling, cell proliferation, as assayed by PCNA staining, was markedly increased in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants at E18.5 (supplemental Fig. S3 , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Consistent with these results and contrasted with controls, expression of Gli3 was absent in the EGL in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella at E18.5 (Fig. 7 E, F ) . Interestingly, by P6, Gli3 expression in the outer EGL was similar in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella (Fig. 7H ) compared with controls (Fig. 7G) . Next, we examined the effect of SUFU deficiency on GLI protein levels. Western blot analysis revealed that levels of GLI activators were significantly reduced in P7 Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebellar lysates compared with control samples (Fig.  7I ) . Interestingly, the level of GLI3R was barely detectable in the absence SUFU. These results indicate that SUFU positively regulates the levels of GLI activators and the generation of GLI3R.
Restoring GLI3R rescues the SuFu-deficient phenotype
To investigate the functional contribution of GLI3R in mediating the effects of SuFu on cerebellar morphogenesis, we generated mice that express GLI3R in the absence of SuFu. Using the Gli3 ⌬699 knock-in allele, which results in a premature termination of Gli3 transcription and obligate expression of GLI3R (Böse et al., 2002) , we increased the levels of GLI3R in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants (Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 ). Remarkably, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP; Gli3 ⌬699 mice displayed a body size comparable to that of control littermates and normal motor coordination (Fig. 8 A, B) . MRI analysis revealed that Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 cerebella were largely normal in gross morphology and foliation and consisted of a vermis flanked by two hemispheres as seen in control cerebella (Fig. 8 D, E) . Histological analysis revealed a significant restoration of normal cytoarchitecture (Fig. 8 F-I ). In contrast to Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella ( Fig. 2 I, J ) , Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 cerebella were characterized by foliation, albeit fewer folia, and the presence of distinct cell layers that were properly organized. However, rescue of patterning in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 mice was not complete and small dysplastic regions were observed in variable locations throughout the cerebellum. In addition, analysis of 
Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu
Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 embryos indicated a significant rescue of the mid-hindbrain patterning defects and delayed cerebellar formation during embryogenesis (supplemental Fig.  S4 A-F, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These findings suggest that expression of GLI3R in the absence of SUFU can significantly rescue the morphological and patterning defects observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants. To characterize the effect of GLI3R restoration on cell differentiation, we analyzed expression of cell-specific markers. While calbindin staining was barely detectable in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants and Purkinje cells lacked the characteristic dendritic morphology at P7, in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 , calbindinpositive Purkinje cells were clearly present at P7. However, at this stage, Purkinje cells exhibited dendrites that were slightly less elaborate than control cerebella (Fig. 9A-C, green) . Interestingly, by P14, Purkinje cells were indistinguishable from those observed in control cerebella and indeed, had matured at an earlier stage than that observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants ( Fig. 9D-I ) . Further, quantitative analysis demonstrated a significant decrease in the number of Purkinje cells in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella compared with control cerebella (*p ϭ 0.03) and restoration of normal Purkinje cell number in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ; Gli3 ⌬699 cerebella (supplemental Fig. S2 B, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In P7 Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 cerebella, expression of GFAP, a marker of Bergmann glia and astrocytes, was comparable to control cerebella whereas a significant downregulation was observed in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella (Fig. 9A-C, red) . By P14, properly aligned Bergmann glia cell somas and radial fibers were present in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu
mutants, although ectopic Bergmann glia cell somas were located in the inner granule layer as revealed by BLBP staining (Fig.  9F,I ,L). In contrast, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu
Bergmann glia exhibited abnormal cell body organization characterized by a failure to align with Purkinje cells, and defective radial fibers at P14 and P21, indicating a rescue of the defective cell differentiation by GLI3R (Fig. 9E,H,K) . Double staining of PAX6 and NeuN, markers of immature migrating granule cells and mature granule cells, respectively, revealed that at P14, expression of both markers in Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 cerebella was comparable to control cerebella (Fig. 9J,L) . Expression of PAX6 was upregulated in the inner granule layer of Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu
mutants compared with control cerebella, suggesting a slight increase in the proportion of cells in the inner granule layer that were not fully mature. In contrast, PAX6 expression was significantly enhanced in the presumptive EGL of Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella, which resulted in a marked proportional decrease in the number of NeuNexpressing mature granule cells (Fig. 9K) . By P21, however, immature granule cells had eventually differentiated and all granule cells expressed NeuN in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/ loxP cerebella (supplemental Fig. S5A -C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In addition, a significant rescue of organization of PAX6-expressing cells in the EGL and upregulation of PAX2-expressing GABAergic interneuron precursors was observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP
;Gli3
⌬699 mutants during embryogenesis (supplemental Fig. S4G ,H, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Together, these data indicate that restoration of GLI3R in the absence of SUFU significantly rescues the abnormal cell differentiation of all major cell types observed in SuFu-deficient cerebella.
Discussion
While the essential role of SuFu during mammalian development has been clearly demonstrated in SuFu germline knock-out mice, the functions of SuFu in the development of specific tissues after E9.5, the time point at which SuFu-null embryos die, remain unknown. By generating conditional knock-out mice in which SuFu deficiency is targeted to the cerebellum and some parts of the midbrain, we have uncovered novel functions of SuFu and SHH signaling in cerebellar morphogenesis. Collectively, our findings suggest that (1) SuFu is required for proper midhindbrain patterning, (2) SuFu controls cerebellar patterning by regulating cell differentiation and migration, (3) SuFu regulates the localization and level of SHH signaling and the levels of GLIs, GLI3R in particular, and (4) GLI3R partially mediates SuFu functions during cerebellar morphogenesis.
Our analyses show that the striking cerebellar dysplasia observed in postnatal Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella is associated with defective mid-hindbrain patterning. The expression domain of Fgf8 is shifted anteriorly and overlaps with that of Otx2 in the (Fig. 2C,D) . C, A whole-mount image of a Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ; Gli3 ⌬699 brain shows a rescue in cerebellar gross morphology, although distinct folia and demarcation between the vermis and hemispheres are not completely restored. D, E, MRI three-dimensional volume and slice images of control (left) and Hoxb.7-Cre; SuFu Ϫ/loxP ;Gli3 ⌬699 (right) brains reveal significant restoration of normal cerebellar morphology by GLI3R. F-I, Severe patterning defects caused by loss of SUFU (Fig. 2I-N) are significantly rescued. All cell layers are clearly detected in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP ; Gli3 ⌬699 mutants and laminar organization is comparable to control cerebella at P14 and P21 (G, I ). Note that slightly abnormal cellular organization is detected in some regions. IGL, Inner granule layer; ML, molecular layer; PCL, Purkinje cell layer. Scale bars: (in F ) C, 2.5 mm; F, H, 500 m; G, I, 62.2 m (see also supplemental Fig. S4 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
absence of SuFu, whereas the two expression domains are mutually exclusive with clear boundaries in wild-type embryos. This finding suggests that while the specification of the midbrain remains intact in the absence of SuFu, the anterior shift of the isthmus is the probable cause of the aberrant mid-hindbrain patterning in mutant mice. Previous studies suggest that the dose of FGF8 released in the isthmus is critical to the mechanism by which different regions of the mid-hindbrain are induced. Two of the various FGF8 protein isoforms, FGF8a and FGF8b, are known to be expressed in the isthmus (Blunt et al., 1997; Sato et al., 2001 ). FGF8b induces cerebellar tissue whereas FGF8a induces midbrain structures (Lee et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1999 Liu et al., , 2003 Sato et al., 2001) . Moreover, mutants that express low levels of FGF8 only develop the superior colliculus and lateral cerebellum structures (Chi et al., 2003) . Thus, in light of the finding that the source of FGF8 signaling is shifted further away from the presumptive cerebellar primordium in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants, it is likely that levels of FGF8 are reduced in comparison with wild-type tissue. This can result in a prolonged period of time for a sufficient amount of FGF8 protein to accumulate and diffuse posteriorly and induce cerebellum tissue, causing delayed formation of the cerebellar primordium. Also, an expanded domain of FGF8 signaling activity between the isthmus and the presumptive cerebellum likely results in an enlarged hindbrain, consistent with the expanded isthmic tissue between the midbrain and the cerebellum seen in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants. However, since we did not observe induction of cerebellum tissue in the region immediately adjacent to the shifted isthmus, it is unlikely that the level of FGF8 signaling is the only factor that determines specification of the cerebellum. Expression of specific genes before activation of FGF8 signaling in the isthmus may predetermine a cerebellar fate. Once the isthmus has been established, a proper level of FGF8 signaling may be required for the neuroepithelium of a cerebellar fate to be specified and differentiate into cerebellar precursors.
Although the role of SuFu in mid-hindbrain development has never been investigated previously, GLI3R has been implicated in regulation of Fgf8 expression. Also, numerous studies suggest an essential role for SUFU in generation and/or promotion of GLI3R (Cheng and Bishop, 2002; Svärd et al., 2006; Kise et al., 2009) . GLI3R is required for proper restriction of Fgf8 expression and tissue growth in the mid-hindbrain (Aoto et al., 2002) . Our data indicate that GLI3R is undetectable in the absence of SUFU and restoration of GLI3R can partially rescue the abnormal midhindbrain patterning observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP embryos.
This indicates that GLI3R mediates some of the SuFu functions during mid-hindbrain specification. However, we observe a shift in Fgf8 expression rather than an expansion as observed in Gli3-null mutants (Blaess et al., 2008) . This novel finding suggests an additional function of SuFu distinct from GLI3R during mid-hindbrain patterning. Also, Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants exhibit anterior-posterior patterning defects rather than the tissue overgrowth or exencephaly observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;Ptc1 Ϫ/loxP mutants caused by ligand-independent activation of SHH signaling. Since Hoxb.7-Cre; Ptc1 Ϫ/loxP mutants lack apparent mid-hindbrain defects and exhibit normal timing of cerebellar formation, the function of Ptc1 is likely limited to controlling cell proliferation by constitutively suppressing SHH activity in the low SHH region of the neural tube. Thus, SuFu likely plays a role that is distinct from that of GLI3R or Ptc1 by regulating the localization of Fgf8 expression during mid-hindbrain patterning. It is presently unknown whether SUFU has HH signaling-independent functions, if any, and to what extent GLI3R mediates SUFU functions during mid-hindbrain development.
A theme common to all cell lineages investigated here is a delay in specification and differentiation in the absence of SuFu. The fact that a delay in differentiation is observed regardless of the cell type indicates that SuFu plays a role in all cerebellar precursors in determining the timing of specification. Delayed cerebellar specification during mid-hindbrain patterning caused by aberrant Fgf8 expression in the absence of SuFu may in turn delay the transition of neuroepithelial cells to cerebellar neural precursors, resulting in delayed differentiation into lineage-specific precursors. Our data show that SUFU is normally expressed in radial glia precursors along the ventricular zone in vivo. In vitro data demonstrated enhanced gliogenesis versus neurogenesis in the absence of SUFU, suggesting that SUFU in radial glia precursors functions to promote neuronal differentiation during early stages of cerebellar morphogenesis. It is also possible that SuFu coordinates the timing of expression of genes that promote differentiation in a coordinate manner. Extensive coordination and interactions between cell types during cerebellar morphogenesis have been described in depth. In particular, it is known that migration of Purkinje cells and Bergmann glia are closely correlated in a spatial and temporal manner. Thus, defective timing of differentiation of one or more cell types can have a global negative impact on differentiation and migration of other cell types, and ultimately, on cerebellar patterning. Intriguingly, this also raises the question whether SuFu controls differentiation in all cerebellar cell types or the abnormal differentiation in all major cell types observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants is a result of noncell-autonomous effects of SuFu deletion. Further investigation using cell lineage-specific deletion of SuFu is needed to determine the cell-autonomous effects of SuFu.
The phenotype we observe in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mutants is similar to that in mice with primary defects in radial glia. Pten conditional knock-out in the cerebellum leads to cerebellar mispatterning, severe disorganization and abnormal morphology of Bergmann glia and granule cell migration defects (Yue et al., 2005) . Targeted deletion of Fgf9 results in abnormal Bergmann glia scaffold formation, impaired granule cell migration and defective Purkinje cell maturation, as observed in SuFu-deficient cerebella (Lin et al., 2009 ). The defects observed in Pten and Fgf9 mutant mice suggest that abnormal Bergmann glia differentiation may be a primary cause of the dysplasia observed in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mice. SHH signaling has been extensively studied in the context of cerebellar development for its role in medulloblastoma as well as during normal cerebellar morphogenesis (Goodrich et al., 1997; Dahmane and Ruiz i Altaba, 1999; Kenney et al., 2003; Corrales et al., 2004 Lewis et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008) . In Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebella, the misexpression and absence of Shh in the external granule layer and the Purkinje cell layer, respectively, suggests that abnormal or delayed differentiation of Purkinje cells likely leads to a failure of Purkinje cells to provide SHH signaling to granule cell precursor at the right time. The upregulation and misexpression of Shh in granule cell precursors in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP mice may reflect the effect of ligandindependent activation of SHH signaling in the absence of SUFU-mediated negative regulation of the pathway. Further, the essential loss of GLI3R and the presence of full-length GLI activators in Hoxb.7-Cre;SuFu Ϫ/loxP cerebellar protein lysates suggests that GLI activator activity may be exaggerated as enhanced SHH signaling activity due to the increased GLI activator to repressor ratio. These results are consistent with a recent study that demonstrated a role for SUFU in stabilizing GLI activator proteins . Intriguingly, the rescue of the SuFudeficient cerebellar phenotype by GLI3R indicates that GLI3R, unlike GLI activators, does not require SUFU for stabilization, consistent with a recent study that in which the SuFu Ϫ/ Ϫ neural tube phenotype was rescued by homozygous expression of Gli3 ⌬699 (Wang et al., 2010) . The apparent dual and complex functions of SUFU in the HH signaling pathway are likely context-dependent, and further investigation is required to gain better insights into the mechanism by which SUFU regulates HH signaling.
Our studies reveal novel and essential roles for SuFu during mid-hindbrain specification and cerebellar morphogenesis. Data shown here demonstrate that SuFu is a key regulator of midhindbrain patterning, cerebellar cell differentiation, and SHH signaling. We show that GLI3R acts as a downstream effector to mediate the functions of SuFu during cerebellar morphogenesis. These results provide a basis for further investigation of the autonomous functions of SuFu during mid-hindbrain patterning, lineage-specific cell differentiation, and cell-cell interactions during development of the cerebellum.
